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Abstract
Dip Pen Nanolithography, or DPN, is a class of direct-write and bottom-up methods for the
construction of nanoscale systems. It is a subset of scanning probe lithography, and developed
from discoveries and modifications to atomic force microscopy (AFM). The general process
is the nanoscale analogue of a quill pen and ink used for traditional writing. In DPN,
the tapered cantilever of an atomic force microscope is used to guide liquefied or colloidal
materials down the tip to be deposited onto a surface. In recent years there has been
a broad range of published experiments and theoretical developments around DPN. The
technology is highly promising for several applications and is a complementary technique to
well-established nanoscale manufacturing processes. In this paper, a survey is given of the
fundamental scaling laws that make this process possible, along with a survey of applications
and manufacturing considerations.
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Introduction

The first documentation of Dip Pen Nanolithography (DPN) was produced in 1995 at the
Max-Planck Institute by Manfred Jaschke and Hans-Jurgen Butt. The discovery was accidental, as the team noticed that when imaging Octadecanethiols in ethanol on gold substrates,
the tip would become wetted and be able to draw linear paths.[1] The long carbon chain
structure of Octadecanethiols proved to be an ideal molecule for this experimentation, as
they are easily wetted by hexane or ethanol, and self assemble into layers when in contact
with gold. In 1999, the process was formally described by the Mirkin group at Northwestern
University. The team determined that the effect was due to capillary action at the tip of the
AFM, coupled with a water meniscus formed by exposure to ambient humidity.[2] The team
at Northwestern was the first to control this process and study self assembling monolayers
patterned with with the AFM tip. The first survey paper on the topic was given in 2004 by
Ginger, Mirken, et. al. and covered the evolution from AFM to DPN.[3]
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Figure 1: Diagram of DPN, from ”Dip-Pen Nanolithography”, Piner, et.al.
Water meniscus have be observed in AFM since the late 1980’s.[4] The link between a
water meniscus and capillary action was key to controlling the process of DPN. The earliest
experimentation focused on self-organizing molecules, primarily organic or various substrates
to explore self organizing behavior. More specifically, self assembling monolayers were the
primary area of exploration, where organic molecules attach to a substrate in structured
patterns. These are useful in applications such as anti-bacterial coatings and biosensors.
However, the Mirkin group began foundational research and experiments in other applications of DPN. The method has since been extended to a wide variety of organic and
non-organic nanoparticles such as Metals, semiconductors, and Quantum Dots.[5] In addition by heating the probe tip, normal polymer solutions such as PMMA (Acrylic) can be
used to create a sacrificial matrix for containing the metal nanoparticles.[6] Hollow tips can
be used to direct light onto the surface to allow for annealing and photocuring of materials.[7]
More recent research has been focused on the application to biological systems development
and surface chemistry experimentation, where the ability to process nanoscale assemblies in
life-sustaining atmosphere is of greater importance.
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Rheology at the Nanoscale

The mechanism for Dip Pen Nanolithography is enabled by the scaling laws of rheology.
In this section, the limitations and scaling laws of tradition deposition techniques will be
discussed. A macro-scale technique for deposition of materials is through a syringe, or tube.
However, this only works up to certain scales, since forces within a fluid and nozzle become
too great to overcome by conventional means (such as pneumatic pressure or mechanical
action). Dip Pen Nanolithography alleviates many of these issues by reducing the interaction
of a fluid with the mechanism. The Reynolds number of a fluid can help understand why
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this is the case. In particular, the scaling laws of the Reynolds number help to reveal the
level at which the flow-rate of the fluid will diminish due to a small pipe:
QDH
(1)
νA
Where DH is the diameter of the tube, A is the cross-sectional area, ν is the kinematic
viscosity, and Q is the volumetric flow-rate. [8] We can see that is this case that as the
diameter of a given pipe is small, the Reynold’s number will grow very large. A large
Reynold’s number is an indication that the fluid will behave turbulently, in contrast to
laminarly. Generally, laminar flow is preferential where resistance to motion should be
minimized.
The Hagen-Poiseuille equation describes the difference in pressure formed within a tube.
[9] This is formulated as:
8µLQ
(2)
∆p =
πR4
Where ∆p is the difference in pressure and either end of the tube, L is the length of
pipe, µ is the dynamic viscosity, Q the volumetric flow rate, and R the radius of the tube.
We can again see that the pressure required to achieve a given volumetric flow rate scales
inversely to the fourth power of the radius. For a more visual explanation, we can look at the
shear forces within the fluid in Figure 2 which increase the required pressure for a given flow
rate. Therefore, using tubes to deposit material at the nanoscale is a very difficult endeavor.
Re =

Figure 2: Velocity profiles for different fluids in a tube.
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Now in contrast, by flowing the fluid on the outside of a pipe or cone, we reduce the
amount of resistance the fluid experiences with respect to the confinement. For a fluid on
the surface of a cone, the fluid will only experience shear forces induced by the cone and
1
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atmosphere. However, since DPN is at the nanoscale, entirely different forces are in effect
and the primary rheological mechanism through which DPN functions is capillary action.
Moreover at the nanoscale, the macroscale rheological models become less suitable as atomic
interactions determine the fluid behavior. [10] However, there is active investigation into the
various parameters for controlling aspects such as flowrate and resolution using different tip
geometries, substrates, tip heights, and feed rates. The primary concerns are the wettability
of the surface, and current saturation. Jang et. al. of Northwestern developed Smooth
Particle Hydrodynamical models to allow for pre-emptive estimation of feedrates and tip
geometries to achieve a given feature size.[10]
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Applications

In 2003 the Mirkin Group at Northwestern was granted a patent on the DPN process.[11] A
company, Nanoink, was spun off from this group earlier in 2002, and sought to commercialize
the tools with custom machines, software design tools, controllers, and ready-made inks.
The company initially focused on nano patterning on devices using fluorescent imagery to
prevent counterfeit goods.[12] In addition, the team worked on biological assay developments,
with ready made kits for sale. However, Nanoink was closed in 2013, and there are no
other commercially available machines.[13] Despite this setback, AFM machines are readily
modifiable for DPN and research has continued.

3.1

Crystal and Nanotube Growth

In 2009, it was shown that DPN in conjunction with CVD can allow for patterned crystal growth of carbon nanotubes.[14] Here a precursor catalyst is patterned onto a surface
which can allow for the development of engineered structures in selective locations. DPN is
particularly useful here as small and uniform location of precursor material is critical. Generally single-walled nanotubes are more desirable to double walled nanotubes for electrical
experimentation. In this study both silicon wafers and quartz were used as substrates, with
ferric chloride and ferric nitrate as precursor inks. A more recent study in 2016 from the
same group extended this method to interact with pre-manufactured electrodes to test the
electrical properties of the nanotubes.[15] A diagram of this can be seen in Figure 3.

3.2

Polymer Matrices and Quantum Dots

In 2009, Lee et. al. at the Naval Research Laboratory demonstrated the use of thermal DPN
to deposit nano particles. In this process, the team used polymer matrices of relatively common plastics; polyethelyene and PMMA (Acrylic). The polymer matrix and nanoparticles
were mixed and heated to allow them to flow via capillary action. In addition, the AFM tip
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Figure 3: Carbon Nanotubes manufactured with DPN. By Lee, et. al. 2016.2
was heated to maintain capillary action and material flow. Several nano particles were tested
such as quantum dots, silver, gold, and iron oxide. Figure 4 shows quantum dots printed
using thermal DPN, including their flourescent properties once printed. This paper shows
deposition trace width of less than 10 nanometers could be attained with careful tuning,
however some accuracy is lost. In addition, starting the path process leads to clustering of
the nano particles at the beginning, leading to a pool hundreds of nanometers large at the
start point. The team showed that this tuning process of feedrates and heights could lead
to a single trace of nanoparticles one diameter wide. In Figure 5 a single line of iron oxide
nanoparticles bridging an electrode is shown, where the nano particles have a diameter of
10nm. [16]

Figure 4: Quantum dots deposited with a thermal probe in a polyethylene matrix. By Lee,
et. al. 2009.4
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Figure 5: A single row of 10nm iron oxide nano particles deposited with a thermal probe
in a PMMA matrix. By Lee, et. al. 2009.6

3.3

Biological Systems

Dip Pen Nanolithography is particularly appealing to nanoscale exerimentation with biological systems as it does not require a special environment (such as vaccum) to work. This
allows DPN be be highly useful for surface chemistry experiments at the nanoscale level.
Some of the earliest experimentation with DPN came in the form of self assembling monolayer experimentation.
Lipid deposition has been tested underwater by Lenhert, et. al. in 2010 as a mechanism
to improve imaging and in-situ measurement. [17] This study showed that the oil and water
meniscus is preserved in immersed conditions, and concurrent imaging can be performed. The
class of lipids used were phospholipids which are critical to the formation of cell membranes,
and must react in water to form a membrane.
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Complexity and Cost Analysis

One of the challenges of Dip Pen or direct write mechanism are that they deposit ink in only
one location at a time. In contrast to photo-exposure methods, DPN systems have a higher
complexity in both manufacturing time and path planning. [18] The notions of throughput
and latency is of high importance in manufacturing. With these meausres, the possible
output in a given unit of time can be determined for a process. In this case, latency is the
setup time for a given operation, and throughput is the amount of output for a given input
per unit time. In semiconductor manufacturing, exposure techniques are extensively used
to process wafers. Early techniques used galvanometers to steer lasers, thereby selectively
exposing a resistive mask.[19] However, masks were used as templates for this exposure as
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the demand for semiconductors increased. With a mask, a single layer of a wafer can be
exposed at once. In contrast, the galvanometer technique requires a layer to be drawn line
by line.
Dip Pen Nanolithography has similar constraints to the laser galvonometer technique in
that paths and points are the fundamental geometries of interaction with the work surface.
The notion of time complexity in computing can help elucidate the differences between area
and exposure and line processing in manufacturing.[20] Assuming we have an area of N 2
to process, an exposure lithography technique may process this area in time complexity of
O(1) or O(n). In contrast, DPN is of O(n2 ) or O(nm) time complexity. That is to say, if we
compare the amount of time a lithographic exposure may be completed and the amount of
time a DPN can draw a line of length N , the DPN process will have m more lines to draw to
fill the given area (modulus the width of the line from N ). However to partially ameliorate
this issue, there has been much experimentation with parallel tip processing, with further
reduce the time complexity, as can be seen in Figure 6. [21]

Figure 6: Parallel DPN Processing from Lenhart, et.al. 2007. Scale bars are 250nm.
Now the time complexity example is of course idealized, as exposure lithography often
covers only a fraction of the total area of the work surface and not all is great with exposure
techniques. For example there are issues such as non uniformity of depth when exposing a
surface. Later processes such as etching lead to tapered walls.[22] A numerical estimation
of tapering during the etching process may be seen in Figure 7. Moreover, in-situ quality
cannot be achieved as it is difficult to repair a given segment of the work surface. Dip
Pen Nanolithography is promising in this regard, as bottom up techniques can improve the
fidelity of vertical or out-of-plane features. Similarly, in-situ quality inspection is possible
and a DPN process can implement corrective actions.
From a nanoscale manufacturing standpoint, Dip Pen Nanolithography is a highly
nascent technology, which shows great promise for interactive manufacturing and proto7

Figure 7: A numerical estiamtion of feature tapering in MEMS etching using Level Set
estimation, COMSOL.
typing. There will ostensibly be challenges when comparing to well-tested technologies,
however it may serve as a supplementary technology in the future where precision, quality,
and ambient conditions are of concern.
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Conclusion

Dip Pen Nanolithography is a compelling technology for nanoscale fabrication. As a bottomup manufacturing technology it has completely different physical limitations which are still
yet to be explored. However, the principles of the process allow for a wide variety of nanoscale
fabrication and experimentation where fluid deposition is required. With complementary
manufacturing techniques, DPN may be used to functionalize biological systems and create
selective patterns at the nanoscale in an effective manner. Some early applications of this
include carbon nanotube fabrication, biodetectors, and protein assay development. Similarly,
DPN has shown promise as a tool for high resolution placement and alignment of nano
particles in a variety of matrices. Outside of research, DPN has been used in industry for
nanoscale anti-counterfeiting mechanisms by using flourescent inks. The current limitations
in research are primarily due to availability of the hardware, which limits the tools for
fundamental experimentation. Moreover, it is unlikely that Dip Pen Nanolithography is
likely to see applications in production scenarios for traditional semiconductor and MEMS
technologies, but will more likely expand existing capabilities. In addition, DPN can use
active quality control measures to provide in-situ corrective action and analysis, leading to
good yield. The likely commercial applications will be those that can be run synchronously
in parallel, in biological applications, and those that require selective deposition of specific
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materials.
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